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Introduction
• Strength of forensic evidence = similarity and typicality
• Demands across forensic science for replicable and

robust estimation of typicality (UK Government FSR)
• FVC: experts still generally rely on experience and
eminenceà problematic (Ross et al. 2016)

Stage One: Creation of a Wiki
We propose that the one way to address these issues is to create 

a Wiki (a qualitative resource) containing descriptions of 
language varieties & signposts to original sources

Why is typicality a problem?
• Relative lack of reference material in any form
• Complexity of speech evidence:

o Language = ‘living thing’ (see Loakes 2006)
o Within-/Between-speaker variation

Qualitative
• Descriptions of language varieties are not ‘in fashion’ in
sociolinguistics

o Preference for piecemeal analyses of individual
linguistic features (with theoretical agenda)

• Available descriptions are out of date (e.g. Wells 1982)
• Data not forensically realistic

Quantitative
• Controls over sources of within-/between-speaker
variation – conditions of the case
• Sample size: particularly sociolinguistic corpora
• Representative of a discrete point in time

Solutions
• Greater collaboration and data sharing across forensic
speech science, sociolinguistics, and phonetics
• Creation of (central) qualitative/quantitative resources for
reference material

1. Adapt elicitation and recording methods to gather
more forensically realistic materials
o e.g. non-contemporaneous samples, different styles, topics
and interlocutors, technical variation

o Data collection ‘with forensics in mind’

2. Provide corpora of recordings and generate empirical
data
o Searchable and analysable archives of recordings
o Population statistics

3. Write descriptions of language varieties
o Reliance on descriptive material, esp. for consonantal
variables

References: Loakes, D. (2006) A forensic phonetic investigation into the speech patterns of identical and non-identical twins. Unpublished PhD Thesis, University of
Melbourne; Ross, S., French, J. P. and Foulkes, P. (2016) UK practitioners’ estimates of the distributions of speech variants. Paper at IAFPA 2016, University of York, UK;
Wells, J. C. (1982) Accents of English (3 vols.). Cambridge: CUP. 

What would it look like?

Why is this a good idea?
• Open source
• Central repository (everything in one place)
• Range of different sources

o Compare and evaluate
• Continually updated

o Longitudinal
o Keeping pace with language change

• Cross-linguistic

Benefits to sociolinguistics/phonetics of closer
collaboration with forensics?
• Better understanding of real-world language variation and
change
• Better separation of social/indexical and technical
variation (e.g. telephone transmission)
• Larger amounts of accessible data for linguistic studies
(bigger samples, more robust results)
• Impact

Potential users
• Clear benefit for forensic speech scientists
• Other applied fields: SLT, English Language teaching
• Wider publicà general interest

Wiki = repository for information which is developed
collaboratively by members of a community
• Academics from across disciplines (e.g. sociolinguistics,
phonetics) could contribute descriptions of linguistic
features for different regional and social groups


